In The Oregon Zoo’s

Skyline Room

Located beneath the Cascade Grill (Next to the Zoo Entrance)

Saturday, May 30th: 9 am – Zoo Closing
Sunday, May 31st: 9 am – 5 pm

Engineering, Mechanics, Physics, Computer Programming, Electronics and Problem Solving!
Experience Legomania at its finest!

Featuring

• A 6x3 ft. Board with 12 computer controlled models portraying: “Zuri the Rhino Travels the World” – run by 2 Mac computers using LEGO Logo programming, LEGO Robolab, and Arduino, ... all employing motion & light sensor feedback!
• Lego NXT, PICO Crickets, Control Lab, RoboLab, and more!
• Bowling for Rhinos the LEGO way!
• Additional live demos and interactive models built by 75 advanced LEGO engineers between the ages of 8 – 17 displaying innovative creations that demonstrate their amazing building and problem-solving skills.

Come and prepare to be dazzled and intrigued!

Presented by Jane Kenney-Norberg’s LEGO Physics Group from Oregon Episcopal School
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